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SAFARI LTD® RELEASES NEW TOYS THAT TEACH®!
Over 100 New Ways to Learn
Miami (March 14, 2017) Safari Ltd®, an American owned, family operated manufacturer and worldwide distributor of Toys That Teach®, releases over 100 new educational toys for kids, collectors and animal lovers everywhere.
Safari Ltd® products have been a favorite among parents and educators for over three decades. Whether it’s bringing to life a classroom lesson or accompanying kiddos on field trips and vacations, their hand painted and sculpted
figurines incite imaginative play in a world saturated with screens.
“When children play, they learn,” says President Christina Pariente. “They must have time for imaginative play to
develop correctly. Imaginative play teaches children creativity, coping mechanisms, independence, problem solving
skills and much more. We make sure our 7 month old has imaginative play time every day. It is that important and
should start right away.”
This year, Safari’s team has added some special updates to their fan-favorite collections. The 2017 new products
reflect a collaborative approach between Safarians, artists, experts and, of course, fans.
“Whether it’s children writing letters, one-on-one conversations with collectors and DIY enthusiasts on social media,
Safari listens to its fans,” says CEO Alexandre Pariente. “Our team prides itself in harnessing and staying in close
communication with the brand’s active community. It’s part of who we are. We are a brand for the people therefore
we keep ears bent and eyes open to individuals.”
From exploring newfound discoveries with Wild Safari® Prehistoric World or ushering in creativity and mysticism with
Dragons, Safari Ltd®’s new products will add joy with a side of learning to your collection. Check out the highlights.
The Rolls Royce of Dinosaurs
Safari continues to cement its reigning legacy as the
authority on dinosaur figurines and has been named
the winner of the “Best Prehistoric Animal of the Year”
Award by Prehistoric Times, for the last five consecutive years. The company works with accredited institutions and universities to make sure its products are up to
par with the latest discoveries in science. This year’s MVP
is the Feathered Tyrannosaurus Rex. Already a bestseller, this
dinosaur represents the latest discoveries in paleontology of dinosaur feathers found preserved in amber. Other noteworthy introductions
include, the Feathered Velociraptor, Quetzalcoatlus and Giganotosaurus. Safari’s new dinosaurs put the world’s latest discoveries in your little ones’ hands.
Dragon Reimagined
Another important layer of Toys That Teach® is the imaginative realm. This is where its artists can take more creative license bringing to life a magnificent detailed portrayal of our
favorite winged creatures. This year, the Peace Dragon was introduced to add harmony
and balance to the toy company’s more playful animated dragons that came out last year. Also on the
roster are the intricately designed dragons Safari has come to be famous for, like the Stag Dragon, which
takes its inspiration and characteristics from a male deer, the Crystal Cavern Dragon, whose signature
feature is its luminous scales, and the Sinister Dragon adding some serious spook to the collection.
Bringing Awareness
Safari is devoted in its mission to teach children the importance of nature and its conservation
through the joy of play. This year, both fans and educators expressed a desire to honor our
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wildlife friends who may not be with us much longer. In honor of these endangered critters, Safari released its new Land and Marine endangered species
TOOBS® to its most popular product line.
TOOBS® have been long considered a hallmark in the educational world, and in recent years DIY
projects and on-the-go play; Safari’s newest TOOBS® include cameos from Fairy Tale Animals, Antarctica,
Knights & Dragons and even Poison Dart Frogs.
Under the Sea
Each year, Safari adds to and remasters its most beloved underwater animals based on real life experiences from its
globe-trotting CEO and President. The Safarian duo’s up-close diving encounters have contributed to the figurines’
remarkable accuracy. This year, the pair put extra focus on raising awareness and education of oceanic creatures
with the unique additions of the Nudibranch, Seahorse and Reef Squid. The introductions of these items allow fans
to learn up close and encourage outdoor exploration, always remembering to respect our oceans and never touch
the real incredible creatures!
Man’s Best Friend
2017 figurines brought back the classic critters that fill our homes with love. Due to popular demand from Safari’s
community, Best In Show added three beautiful new breeds to its ample collection, the Beagle, Boston Terrier and
Siberian Husky.
It’s a Monster Bash
(The) Fans have spoken and creatures from the mythical realm were among the top requested figures. Safari added
a Werewolf to its spooky new family, along with the equally harrowing Behemoth, and even a Halfling giving a nod
to the fantasy film genre.
Imagination in Your Pocket
Good Luck Minis® are one of Safari’s most versatile lines. They’re an absolute favorite among the arts & crafts
community. In response to a growing trend of using these miniature creatures for party favors and giveaways, the
company has been coming out with non-animal figurines that add a splash to any project or celebration. This year’s
newbies include the Four Leaf Clover, Teddy Bear and even Cupid.
These Tiny Toys That Teach® give little ones an opportunity to see their favorite critters in the palm of their hand.
Parents and educators have come to rely on Safari Good Luck Minis® and Bulk Bags to supplement classroom lessons, counting exercises, sensory bins and more. The year’s lineup includes Blue Sharks, Camels and Foxes, and Fun
Packs featuring animals from the Ranch, Rainforest and Wild West.
Get the Scoop
Want to know more about Safari Ltd®’s New 2017 figurines? Give us a shout at networking@safariltd.com!
About Safari Ltd®
Safari Ltd® is an American owned and family operated manufacturer and worldwide distributor of Toys
that Teach®. These authentic, hand-painted figurines have been inspiring children around the
globe for over 30 years and 3 family generations.
Safari Ltd® has a license with the Monterey Bay Aquarium® to produce a scale
model sea life collection, establishing Safari Ltd® as a serious figurine company for children and collectors alike. All products exceed global safety
standards. Safari Ltd® philanthropic contributions cover a wide variety of
local and global conservation efforts, including Fairchild Tropical Botanic
Garden, the Humane Society of Greater Miami Adopt-A-Pet, the Loggerhead Marinelife Center, the Nature Conservancy, National Eagle Center
and the Sierra Club.
For more information, visit safariltd.com.
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